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• Context – Climate Change
• Context  - Insurance
• Context - Hazards, in insurance terms
• Insurance affordability
• ICA’s Resilience Program
• The Building Resilience Rating Tool
• Property Resilience and Exposure Program (PREP)





Global Mean Temperature Deviation

Figure 1 US National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration



Global Mean Temperature Deviation



Loss Events, Correlated with Temperature Deviations 

Source: Munich RE



Changing risk profile – Increase in loss events



In Global Re-Insurance Terms – Australia accounts 
for 2% of the market, but 8% of the losses:



Our insured assets are a relatively high proportion 
of the total value of assets:



ICA Catastrophe Database



Cyclone Debbie

• Category 4 Tropical Cyclone
• February / March 2017
• $1.4 Billion – Still open
• 57% domestic claims, 43% commercial claims
• 33,366 Residential building claims

Source: disasters.org.au/cyclone-debbie



Changing risk profile – more money at risk per square km



Premiums: Increasing over time due to increase in risk







Typically, if a house ignites in a bushfire it results 
in total loss:



Storms; Cyclones are retaining their strength for longer 
once they hit shore:



For every metre of water ingress into a home it 
costs approx. $100,000 in damage reparations:



• To produce a verified and robust 
methodology for collating current 
and future knowledge on 
resilience and durability of 
Australian residential properties;

• To present resilience information 
and guidance in a format that is 
easy for users to access, use 
and understand;

• To drive the resilience agenda 
with the aim of creating a more 
resilient built environment for 
Australian communities.

The Resilience Program



Hazard data

Building data

The Building Resilience Rating Tool: 
Resilience based decision making

Resilience 
Score



Dataglobe includes hazard mapping for flood, bushfire, storm, 
storm tide and cyclone





The Building Resilience 
Rating Tool – BRRT – is at 
the centre of the resilience 
program to drive 
behavioural change. 
Connecting the measured 
resilience of homes to 
insurance premiums.

www.resilient.property
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Resilience context
Increasing losses and community 
awareness due to increasing 
intensity and frequency of 
extreme weather events

Development on more marginal 
areas such as flood plains and 
bush urban interfaces

More valuable assets, in higher 
density

Increasing risk for insurers, resulting in higher premiums for the community 
and increased risk for local governments who have a 

duty of care and possible legacy liability
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How PREP works
Detailed Hazard Mapping 

• Existing data as displayed in ICA Data Globe is illustrated to show local 
governments representative data used by the insurance industry to price 
risk 

• Existing hazard data from local government (such as flood study mapping) 
provided to ICA to allow insurers to use best available hazard data for 
decision making

Building information (metadata)

• Local government collates existing data available on buildings to form 
database

• Local government collects additional data to develop better picture of 
resilience based on floor heights, construction materials and locations 

Resilience Mapping

• Using hazard data and building information data, resilience maps are 
produced to show property resilience on a suburb scale

• Local governments and insurance industry engage on property resilience, 
best available data, and how insurance affordability can be addressed
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ICA Data Globe



Since 2012…Flood Resilient Guidelines incorporated 
into Development Control Plan



Conclusion

• A changing Climate is the new norm
• Cost of damage increasing
• Insurance Premiums going up
• Collaboration required with Local 

Government to drive resilient 
communities

• PREP is a mechanism to drive that 
change
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